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Abstract

To investigate tile potentials and limitations of
multi-agent reinforcement learning, several at-
tempts have been made to let multiple monolithic
reinforcement-learning agents synthesize coordi-
nated decision policies needed to accomplish their
common goals effectively. Most of these straight-
forward reinforcement-learning approaches, how-
e~-er, scale poorly to more complex multi-agent
learning problems because the state space for
each learning agent grows exponenti~dly in the
number of its partner agents engaged in the joint
task. In this paper, we consider a modified w~r-
sion of the Pursuit Problem as a multi-agent
learning problem which is computationally in-
tractable by those straightforward approaches.
We show how successfully a collection of nmdular
Q-learning hunter agents synthesize coordinated
decision policies needed to capture a randomly-
fleeing prey agent, by specializing their individual
fimctionality and synthesizing herding behavior.

Introduction
In attempting to let artifcial organisms or simple
reactive robots synthesize some coordinated behav-
ior, several researchers in the felds of artifici~d life
and robotics have applied nmnolithic reinforcement-
learning algorithn~s to multi-agent learning prob-
lems(e.g., (Drogoul 1991; One & Rahmani 1993; One.
Ohira & R’ahmani 1995a; One. Ohira & Rahmani
1995b; Rahmani & One 1993; Tan 1993; Yahoo &
Stein 1992)). In most of these applications, only 
small number of learning agents are engaged in their
joint, tasks and accordingly the state space for eacll
agent, is relatively small. This is the reason why nmno-
lithic reinforcement-learning algorithms have been suc-
cessfully applied to these multi-agent learning prob-
lems. However, these straightforward api)lications of
reinforcement-learning "algorithms do uot successfnlly
scale up to more coml)lex multi-agent learning prob-
lems, where not a few learning agents are engaged in
some coordinated tasks(Tan 1993). In such a nmlti-
agent problem domain, agents should appropriately
behave according to not only sensory information pro-

duced by the l)hysical environment itself but also that
produced by other agents, and hence th(’ state space
for each reinforcement-learning agent grows exponen-
ti,-dly in the numl)er of agents operating in the same
environnwnt. Even simph, nmlti-agent learning prob-
h,ms are (’ontputation~dly intractable by the mono-
lithic reinforcement-learning al)proaches. We ,’onsider
a modified version of the Pursuit Probh’nl(Benda, Ja-
gannathan & Dodhiawalla 1985) as such a nmlti-agent
learning problem, and show how successfully modu-
lar Q-learning prey-pursuing agents synthesize coordi-
nated decision l)oli(’ies needed to capture a randomly-
moving prey agent1.

Problem Domain
In this paper, we treat a modified version of the Pursuit
Problem(Benda, Jagannathan &: Do,lhiaw~dla 1985).
In an n x r~ toroidal grid world, a single p’r~T and
four hunter agents are placed at ravdom l,t)sitiotts in
the grid, as shown in Fig. 1 (a). The hunters oper-
ate attempting to cal)ture the raudomly-fleeing prey.
At every time step, the prey and each hunter seh,(’t
their own actions in(lel)endelltly without ,’omnmnicat-
ing witll each other and accordingly perform them.
Each agent ha.s a repcrtoire of five actions. It can
move in one of four l)rim:il)le directions (north. e~st.
south, or west), or alterlmtively remain at the current
l)osition. The prey can not oc(’Ul)V the same imsition
that a hunter does. Howew.r. nlore than one hunter
can share the same position. So the prey can not nmve
to a position which has been occupied by a hunter.
and vice versa. A hunter has a limit(’d visual fiehl
of del)th d (2d + 1 < el) and ha.~ a unique identifier.
The prey also has a unique identifier. A hunter accu-
rately locates the relative position and recognizes the
identifier of any other ag~.nt operating within its visual
field, and it deternlines its next action according to
the perceived infi)rmation. The 1)rey is captured wh(.n
all of its four neighbor positions are oc(’ul)ied by the
hunters, as shown in Fig. 1 (b). Then ~dl of the prey
and hunter agents mow, to new random positions in

1 Preliminary results tJf this work have beell reported in

(One. Ikeda & Rahmani 19951.
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(a) An initial state. (b) A goal state.

Figure 1: The pursuit problem. Four hunters and a
prey axe indicated by white and black circles, respec-
tivel}: Each hunter is assigned an identifier (1,2,3. or
4) which is visible to the other hunters. A hunter is
able to accurately recognize the relative position and
the identifier of any other agent in its visual field of
depth d. In the figure, when d = 2, the visual field
of the hunter 1 is indicated by a shaded square in (a).
The relative position of the prey to the hunter 1 is
(-1,-2) in this initial configuration.

the grid world mid the next trial starts. The ultimate
goal for the hunters is to capture the prey as frequently
as possible.

This problem has been treated as a canonical prob-
lem in the field of distributed artificial intelligence
(DAI), but never as a multi-agent reinforcement-
learning problem. Researchers in DAI have attempted
to suggest some coordinated strategies, based on their
proposed distributed problem solving principles, and
have evaluated the performaxwe(e.g., (Gasser et al.
1989; Levy & Rosensehein 1991)). In this paper, 
attempt to let reinforcement-leaxning hunter agents
spontaneously synthesize some coordinated strategies.
As a basic learning algorithm, we have chosen to em-
ploy Q-leaxning. However, the straightforward appli-
cation of monolithic Q-leaxning to this kind of multi-
agent learning problems brings about the problem of
combinatorial explosion in the state space. Since nml-
tiple learning agents, each observing its paxtners’ be-
havior, have to jointly perform a coordinated task, the
state space for each learning agent grows exponentially
in the number of its partners. For example, let us rep-
resent the state of a hunter agent by a combination of
the relative positions of other agents, where the po-
sitions are represented ! V some unique symbols when
they are not located within the hunter’s visual field.
Although there are only a small number of collabora-
tive agents involved, the size of state space for a hunter.
((2d+ 2 + 1) 4, iSenormous even when thevisual fiel d
depth d is small: e.g., at. d = 2 and d = 3, it mnounts
to 456, 976 and 6, 250, 000 respectively.

For this reason, we have decided to construct each
hunter agent by a variant of Whitehead’s modular Q-
learning architecture(Whitehead et at. 1993) as shown
in Fig. 2. This architecture consists of three learning-

Reinforcement IEnvironRletlt~--
Signa~l &

Aclion
Hunter Agent i " I

I

......................................................................

Figure 2: Modular architecture for a hunter agent.
Leaxning-Module it only locates the partner i~ and
the prc~: and does not concern any other partners’ po-
sitions.

modules attd a single mediator-module. Each learning-
module focuses on specific attributes of the current
state azld performs Q-leaxning. More specifically, each
module only observes the relative position of the prey
aml that of a partner associated with some specific
identifier and ignores any information concerning the
other partners. Its state is represented by a combi-
nation of these relative positions and its size equals
((2d + "~ + 1)2. This si ze ofstate space is tractable
by monolithic Q-leaxning algorithm so long as d is rel-
atively small. On the other hand, a mediator-module,
without leaxning, combines leaxning-modules’ decision
policies using a simple heuristic decision procedure and
detennines a final decision by the corresponding agent.
In our preliminary experiments, the mediator-module
selects the following axtion:

3

arg inax E ~ik (d’ik ~ a)
aE A

/¢=1

where Q;~ denotes the action-value function imple-
mented by the learning-module ik. This corre-
sponds to what is called 9reatest mass merging strat-
egy(Whitehead et al. 1993). Intuitively, this is a selec-
tion by majority among artious proposed by individual
leaxning-modules2.

Our modular Q-learning architecture is based on the
original one proposed in (Whitehead et al. 1993), but
they are not identical. The architecture in (Whitehead

2 Previously we considered another variant of the pursuit
problem where each hunter’s identifier is invi,~ible to mty
other agents, rO,"e used yet another modular approach to
the problem, and the preliminary results are reported in
(Ono. Fukumoto & Ikeda 1996).
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et al. 1993) was particularly designed for construct-
ing a single reactive planner pursuing a fixed set of
dynamicMly-activated multil)le gems. It was primarily
employed for reducing the planner’s enorlnous state
space caused by the existence of multil)le goals. Here.
our architecture is designed for reducing each ~g,mt’s
intrax’tably enornmus state space caused by tile exis-
tence of its partners jointly working in the same envi-
romnent. Note Mso that MI the learning-modules, in
our modular architecture, are Mwavs actiw, and partic-
ipate in the reillh)rceinent-learning task unlike in the
Whitehead’s ease.

Simulation Results
Our simulation run consists of a series of trials, each of
which begins with a single prey and four hunter agents
placed at random positions, and ends when the prey
is captured. A trim is aborted when the prey is not
captured within 1,500 time steps. Upon capturing the
pre3; individual hunters immediately receive a reward
of 1.0, and accordingly ",dl of its constituent learning-
modules uniformly receive the same reward regardh.ss
of what actions they have just proposed. Our hunters
receive a reward of -0.1 ill any other case. The learn-
ing rate c~’ and discount factor 3 are set to 0.1 and
(}.9, respectiw,ly, hlitiM Q-vahles for individual state-
aztion pairs are randomly selected fi’onl the intet’x~M
[0.01,0.1].

The results of our simulation runs are shown in
Fig. 3. The solkl curves in this figure indicate the
performance by the umdular Q-learning hunters. At
init.ial trials, the hunters can not capture the prey ef-
fectively, lint shortly they start ilnproving their perfor-
nlan(’e draznatieall3: EventuMly they colne to steadily
accomplish their task at every trim in any of our siln-
ulation runs. The meanings of dashed curves will be
explained later.

’re set’ the efficacy ,)f our nlodular Q-learning ap-
proach compared with a strMghtforward monolithic
version, we tried to soh’e the pursuit problent using
a monolithic Q-learning approach. However. it turned
out to be difficult to implrnmnt each hunter by a mono-
lithic Q-learning even when each hunter’s visual field
depth is small, say 3. So we have tO set the visual
field depth re 2 or 1 in order to show the monolithic
Q-learning hunters’ learning performance. Ill Fig. 4.
the performance by tile intplemented monolithic Q-
learning hunters and that by the modular Q-h’arning
hunters are shown. It may be possible to inlprove
the monolithic Q-learning hunters" performance by flit(,
tuning of the learning parameters, but limited coln-
putational experience showed that any significant, iln-
provenleilt is difficult.

~A:e have supposed that the prey selects its avrions
randomly. What will happen if the prey arteinpts to
escape from the located hunters? It is easy to let such
a prey totally outsmart our learning hunters, if it ha.s
the s&nze visnM field depth as that of a hunter. For ex-
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Figure 3: Perfln’mance of nmdular Q-learning hunter
agents. Four hunters, ea(’h with a fixed visual
field depth 3. are operating together ill environments
with various dimensions. Solid curw,s indicate the
performance by ntodular Q-learning hunters, while
dashed curves indicate the l)erfornlance by maznzally-
lwogramlned huztters, which as explMned later, at-
tempt re independently locate the prey I) 3" nmving ran-
domly aztd then behave ill all optinlM way as soon as
locating it. Each curw’ is all average over 25 simula-
tion runs. During the course of dramatically improv-
ing their perh)rmance, tit,. h’arning hunters are spe-
cializing their individual functionality as explain be-
low. Note that the larger tit(, environnlent, tit(, mort,
clearly the learning hunt.,rs outl)erforln the ni~tnuMly-
1)rogrammed ones. The learning hunters outperfornl
tile l)rogrammed ones tmdnly by synthesizing a kind of
herdiug I)ehavior as illustrated below.
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Figure 4: Performance of monolithic Q-learning hunter
agents. A typical performance ~" monolithic Q-
learning hunters is shown as well as that by tile modu-
lar Q-learning ones. In either case, each hunter’s visual
field depth equals 2 and a 10 x 10 environment is em-
ployed. The same learning rate, discount factor, and
Q-~due initialization scheme as those described above
are employed here.

ample, if the prey behaves randomly when no hunter
is located, and otherwise it select.~ its actions so as to
maximize the total sum of Manhattan-distances to the
located hunters, then our learning hunters can never
capture the pre~: Usually, in this case the prey can es-
cape from the located hunters w~ry easily, and accord-
ingly it is almost impossible for our learning hunters
to get the first positive reward.

However, if the prey’s visual fiehl is shallower than
that of the learning hunters, it is possible to let the
learning hunters synthesize effective coordinated be-
havior to capture it, even when the prey moves using
the moving strategy mentioned above. Figure 5 shows
the typical results of simulation runs where the prey
and each hunter have a visual field depth of 2 and 3,
respectively. In these cases, as shown in the figure, the
learning hunters synthesized some coordinated behav-
ior which allows them to steadily capture the pre~:

Synthesized Coordinated Behavior
Our modular Q-learning hunter agents exhibited two
kinds of collective behavior, namely, herding and
functionality-specialization. During the course of
dramatically improving their performance, individual
hunters are specializing their functionality. To cap-
ture the prey, individual hunters have to exclusively
occupy one of four positions surrounding it. Let us
call these positions capture positions of corresponding
hunters. Eventually. our modular Q-learning hunters
attempt to improve their pursuit performance by com-
pletely fixing their individual capture positions, i.e.,
by specializing their functionality. Figure 6 illustrates
how such a functionally--specialization is typically de-
veloped among hunters where a 20 x 20 environlnent
is used. Each of these four 3D bar graphs shows a

1500
"~ 1400-

1300-
1£00-
1100 -

500-

i 200-

’1~ -I
0

......... 10X10 Grid

.................20x20 Grid
30x30 Gdd

2.104 4"104 6’,,104 8.104 1.10#
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Figure 5: Performance of learning hunters pursuing all
escaping prey. In any of these three cases, the hunters
azld the prey have a visual field depth of 3 and 2, re-
spectively.

Figure 6: Typical specialization process by hunters.

transition of the probability distribution over capture
positions (indicated by relative directions to the prey)
taken by the corresponding hunter. At initial 2,900
trials, hunters have not fixed their own capture po-
sitions, but after trial 3.000, they have chosen their
own capture positions and during this change in their
behavioral patterns, their overall performance was dra-
maticMly improved.

Besides specializing their f, nctionality, our hunters
obtain a kind of herding behavior. Even if establishing
the above-mentioned static role-assignlnent, hunters
can not always accomplish the capturing task effec-
tively until they have obtained an effective way of col-
lectively locating the prey: since each of them can only
observe a limited portion of the grid world. To see
this. we manually-programmed a set of four hunters.
We assigned individually these hunters’ capture po-
sitions in advance, and then let them (i) attempt 
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independently locate the prey by nmving ral,domly
and (ii) reach tl,eir capture positions ill a t)robabilisti-
tally optimal way as soon as locating it. Tile dashed
curves in Fig. 3 show the performance by the pro-
grammed hunters. Note that the larger environment.
the more clearly our learning hunters outperform tl,t.se
manually-programmed hul,ters.

Our learning hunters do not attempt to locate the
prey independently, because it is not an effe~’tive way
even when the prey nmves randomly. Instrad tl,ey lo-
cate it in a coordinated manner. Once having locatrd
a partner, a lmnter attempts to keep the partner in
sight so long as the prey has not. been loc~tt.ed and
thereby it attempts to make a herd together with a
partner. By herding in this way hunters can olmrate
as each ot.her’s (,yes aml accordingly COnlpensate their
limited perceptual capabilities. However. tl,eir bet,av-
ior suddenly changes once one of herding nmmbers has
happened to locate tl,e prey. The member quickly at-
tempts to reach its capture position and the otl,er ones
follow it and accordingly are likely to locate the prey.
When all of hunters have located the prey, they cat,
easily capture it.

Typically, the prey capturing process by our nmd-
ular Q-learning hunters consists of two phases: (i) 
collective search phase where all of hunters attempted
to identify the, prey’s position by configuring a herd,
and (ii) surrounding phase where each hunter hav-
ing identified the prey’s position attempts to reach its
fixed capture position in all effective way.

To illustrate tl,is coordi,mted behavior, a typiral
prey capturing process by our learning hunters is ex-
tracted in Fig. 7. The hu,tters have alreaxly experi-
enced some 10, 000 trials in a 20 x 20 toroidal euviron-
ment. The hunters" visual field depth is 3 and tl, e prey
moves randomly

In this specific trial, at an initial time step of 5, two
small groups of hunters are formed, and shortly they
are merged into a single large: group at time step 18.
Then the resulting group move in a consistent direction
to collectively searcl, the prey

At. time step 72, the hunter 3 happens to locate the
prey within its visual field and starts reaching its own
capture position. At this point, the others have not
located the prey, but they still attempt to move in a
herd. As a result, all the hunters succeed in locat-
ing the prey at time step 76, and are attempting to
reach their own capture positions effectively. Finally
at time step 81. the hunters accomplish their common
goal successfully.

So faa" we have supposed that every hunter has the
same visual field uniformly. There is no best one
among the 24 possible specializations, and any of them
may be developed eventually by the learning hunters.
Thus, we can not foresee which specialization will be
eventually developed by the learning hunters prior to
the simulation run.

What will happen if the hunters have nonuniform
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Figure 7: Typical pursuit process by hunters.
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Hunter I Hunter 2

Hunter 3 Hunter 4

Figure 8: Four hunter agents with nonuniform visual
fields. A hunter is indicated by a white circle, whose
visual field is depicted by a shaded rectangle surround-
ing it. At each simulation run, these hunters quickly
specialize their functionality and eventually tltey come
to capture the prey, indicated by a blazk circle, from
the direction indicated by their corresponding arrows.

visual fields? Are our learning hunters able to steadily
identify an appropriate one? We consider one of the
most interesting cases where the learlfing lmnters have
different visual fields as shown in Fig. 8. In this case,
our modular Q-learning hunters developed the same
specialization very quickly at ever), sinmlation run we
performed. A typical specialization process by the
hunters is depicted in Fig. 9. Note that they agreed
on the eventual specialization much more quickly than
the hunters with uniform visual fiehts.

Synthesis of Coordinated Behavior

Multi-agent reinforcemel~t-learnivg is a difficult prob-
lem, especially when some forms of joint operation are
needed for the agents. We do not say m~r umdular
reinforcement-learning approach is generally applica-
ble to any multi-agent problem solving. The success-
ful results showa above strongly rely on the attrihutes
of the problem domain and our learning scheme. To
suggest this, we explain below how the learning solves
our pursuit problem.

Although it might sound strange, our learning
hunters acquire the above-mentioned herding behavior
first and then specialize their individual function’~lity.
Our hunters learn to make a herd even at initi~ tri’Als.
which depends on some attributes of the problem itself
and our leaxning and state representation schemes.

One of the characteristics of the nmlti-agent

Figure 9: Typical specialization process by hunters
with nonuniform visual fields.

reinforcement-learning problem, like the pursuit prob-
lem. is that learning agents can not receive meaning-
ful or positive reward frequently and they are often
forced to perform their initial learning without receiv-
ing any positive reward, particularly when engaged in
some joint tasks. When operating under such a condi-
tion, Q-v’,due for eazh state-action pair experienced by
a nmdulax Q-learning agent’s leaxning-modules is re-
peatedly reduced. Note that the more often the same
state-action pair has been experienced: the lower its
corresponding Q-value. Thus, at initial trims, the nmd-
ular Q-learning agents come to not select those actions
that take them to frequently-experienced states.

The pursuit problem treated here has similar char-
acteristics. In fact. our hunters have to operate with-
out receiving any" positive reward at their initial tri-
als. When its visual field is much smaller than the
environment, a hunter often operates without identi-
fying any other agents. Furthernmre, ally state of its
learning-modules where a hunter can not identify aa)"
other agents is equally represented by a unique symbol.
Note that the larger the environment compared with
its vismd field, the more often those states represented
by the unique syml)ol axe experielwed in gelleral. Thus,
any state where no other agents are visible comes to
seem less desirable fi~r the hunter’s learning-nmdules
than the other states. This characteristics of the learn-
ing processes encourages the hunters to quite quickly
acquire a trait to remain close to other agents, and
accordingly get a good chaztce of capturing the prey.
Without acquiring this trait and accordingly herding
behavior, our leaxning hunters can not capture the prey
effectively, because they have to occupy all of the four
neighbor positions of the prey at the same time.
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Concluding Remarks
Recent attempts to let monolithic reinforcement-
learning agents synthesize some of coordinated rela-
tionships among them scale poorly to more compli-
cated multi-agent learning problems where multiph,
learning agents play diffrrent roles aud work together
for tile accomplishment of their conmlon goals. These
learning agents have to receive and respond to v&ri-
ous sensory information fl’om their partners as well as
that fl’om the physical environment itself, mid hem’e
their state spaces grow exponentially in the number of
the partners. As an illustrative I)roblem suffering from
this kind of combinatoriM explosion, we have treated a
modified version of the pursuit problem, and shown
how successfully a collection of modular Q-learning
hunter agents synthesize coordinated decision I)olicie.,
needed to (’apture a randomly-fleeing prey agent. I)y
specializing their functionality and azquiring herding
behavior.

Multi-agent learning is an exrremely difficult l)rob-
lem in general, aald tile results we obtained strongly
rely on specific attributes of the problem. But the re-
sults are quite encouraging and suggest that our rood=
ular reinforcement-learning approach is promising iu
studying adaptive behavior of multil)le autonomous
agents. In the next pha.se of this work we intend to
consider the effects of the modular approach on other
types of multi-agent reinforcement-learning 1)rol)h’ms.
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